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Gervase Bushe, currently management and organisation studies professor in the Segal Graduate School of Business
at Simon Fraser University in Canada, is also a consultant and an award winning author in the field of organisational
change and development. In the 1980s, he consulted for many large, bureaucratic organisations seeking to flatten
hierarchies and build team-based structures and cultures. His solutions revolved around organisational design issues
and large system change structures. Bushe noticed, however, that many of the designs did not work half as well as
he had hoped. While on a year’s sabbatical in the 1990s, he joined the start-up of a large, telecommunications
company. His portfolio involved ensuring the company had the “right design and level of empowerment to create a
real high performance-high learning organisation”. Despite having the right people, structure and vision, and
plentiful resources, the formula still did not bring success.
For Bushe, that was the turning point when he became interested in seeking out the missing link to the formula: “I
think we are creating many new forms of organisation but still using old forms of leadership and teamwork to try
and run them.” He came up with a model, and subsequently a management course, which he titled ‘Clear
Leadership’, to fill in what was missing to make organizations work effectively.
In July 2007, Bushe was one of the main speakers at the Seventh International Conference on Knowledge, Culture
and Change in Organisations, held at the Singapore Management University. Knowledge@SMU spoke to Bushe about
his presentation on teaching Clear Leadership to facilitate organisational learning. 
Knowledge@SMU: What do you mean by Clear Leadership?
Bushe: Clear Leadership is a model for leading organisational learning, and for leading in organisations that are trying
to reduce the “command and control” mentality by developing, instead, newer forms of highly innovative and flexible
organisations.
Knowledge@SMU: How do you define organisational learning?
Bushe: A definition of “organisational learning” needs to be different from simply individuals learning in an
organisation. The learning needs to be encoded in the organisation itself, not just in individual minds. Organisations
are found primarily in their patterns of organising the day-to-day ways in which work gets (or does not get) done.
Learning is an inquiry that results in new knowledge and change in behavior. Therefore I define organisational
learning as an inquiry by two or more people into their patterns of organising that leads to new knowledge and a
change in their patterns of organising.
Knowledge@SMU: How does Clear Leadership facilitate organisational learning?
Bushe: There are two problems that make conventional approaches to learning from experience not work very well.
The first is that each person creates their own experience. Our experience is a result of both what is happening
outside ourselves, and filters, perceptions, history, language, culture and biology inside ourselves. Experience does
not happen to us; experience is what we do with what happens to us. Whatever is taking place, you can assume
that each person involved will be having a different experience of that event – sometimes extremely different. To
collectively learn from experience, whose experience are we going to explore? “Command and control” organisations
solve the problem of who is having the “right” experience – the boss is! But in newer forms of organising, where
people are supposed to take initiative and operate in partnership, this becomes big problem. It means we have to
think about how we learn from our collective experience quite differently from how we normally think about learning.
The second problem is that we are all sense-making beings, and are compelled to make sense of what other people
do. The way this is normally done is to make up a story about the other person’s experience without checking it out
directly with that person. If we are confused by their behaviour, we seek out third parties (friends, spouses) to
discuss and make sense with. Once we have a good story that works for us, we treat it as if it is the truth and we
fit future interactions with that person into the story we have about them.
As a consequence of these two realities of human cognition, organisations are typically composed of people having
very different experiences, and making up stories about each other’s experience that never gets checked out. They
therefore become filled with “interpersonal mush” which, over time, makes it impossible for people to learn from their
experience together, and creates many of the problems people habitually face in organisations. We have found that
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four out of five conflicts between managers in organisations are entirely due to the interpersonal mush – stories they
made up at some point to make sense of the other person that turn out to be false. Clear Leadership is about the
skills required to clear out the mush and create “organisational learning conversations” that lead to real
improvements in people’s patterns of interacting and organising.
Knowledge@SMU: Could you elaborate on the self-skills model you developed to help people improve their
interpersonal relationships.
Bushe: The Clear Leadership model is divided up into four skill sets that I have labelled the ‘Aware Self’, the
‘Descriptive Self’, the ‘Curious Self’ and the ‘Appreciative Self’. Within each of those, I have identified the micro skills
that are required to be able to be aware of what your experience is, describe it to others in a way that reduces
their inaccurate stories and makes them understand you, help others get clear about their own experience and be
willing to tell you their truth; and create the kind of climate in which clarity and people will flourish. The core model
that integrates the different selves is the “experience cube”. The experience cube says that experience is the
moment-to-moment stream of four things going on inside us: observations, thoughts, feelings and wants. Every
person is aware of some of his experience and every person has certain parts of his experience that are out of his
awareness – for example not being aware of what he really wants (what is motivating him at this moment). To be
able to learn from our experience, we must be able to be aware of what our experience is moment-to-moment, be
able to describe this to others as it is happening, and be able to get others to describe their in-the-moment
experience to us. Unless we can do that, all we can talk about is the past or the future – and that is all “fantasy” , 
stories we make up to explain the past or our hopes and fears for the future.
Knowledge@SMU: How have organisations you’ve worked with responded to this model?
Bushe: I’ve worked with quite a variety of organisations using this model: software companies, telecommunications,
government departments, health care organisations, the British Columbia Securities Commission, and construction
companies. The model has taken off in Scandinavia where the book on Clear Leadership and the course have been
translated into Swedish. I am now hoping to bring it into Asia through my partners in Australia and Singapore.
Another key point is that the model applies to all levels of organisations. One advantage is that it gives everyone a
new language for leadership. Leadership is shaped by an organisation’s culture ,and changing the nature of
leadership is as much a cultural change process as a skill development process. We have found that, as enough
people get trained, the organisation does experience cultural change.
Regardless of the type of organisation, people find that the models fit managers’ experiences and allow them to be
much more effective. We have studied the transfer and impact of the course on managers, and found that 95%of
participants have been observed using the skills after the course, and that there are many positive impacts on
organisational performance. About half say that the course transforms their lives as they now see and understand
human relations completely differently, and are able to create learning conversations that lead to real improvements
in relationships.
Knowledge@SMU: What types of challenges can one anticipate in applying these new skills, and what can leaders
do to overcome them?
Bushe: The biggest challenge to using Clear Leadership skills is the leader’s level of “self-differentiation” – his or her
ability to be connected to others while being separate from them at the same time. Self-differentiated leaders are
able to inquire into and understand other people’s experience without becoming anxious or “emotionally hijacked” by
others. Too much connection or too much separation creates interpersonal mush. Unless a manager is self-
differentiated, he gives out messages about what experiences are okay to talk about ( to think, to feel, to want)
and which ones are not. What is not okay to talk about goes into the interpersonal mush. Managers have to learn
that they are not responsible for the experiences of their followers, and that people need not have the same
experience for teams and organisations to operate effectively. One of the things the Clear Leadership course does is
to increase the manager’s ability to be self-differentiated at work.
The biggest challenge to the impact of the Clear Leadership course is whether the top managers are learners; are
they open to disconfirming information? Do they really want to know the real impact they are having on others? Can
they manage their own anxiety when employees are not having the experience they want them to have? When top
managers can model Clear Leadership in their everyday behaviour, then they create a culture of clarity that
everyone else comes to expect. Leaders have to go first in being descriptive and curious. When they model that,
others soon learn to trust that it is acceptable to tell the truth of their experience. When top managers are not
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